2003 kia amanti

Having debuted internationally at the Geneva Motor Show , [2] the four-door, five-passenger,
front-engine, front-drive sedan was launched to the North American market at the New York
International Auto Show and in San Diego, [3] bearing the Amanti nameplate â€” and prioritizing
luxury content and comfort over dynamic performance and agility. Intended to give Kia upward
access to global premium markets, the Opirus represented a departure for the brand in both
styling and market positioning. For the Oprius, the platform was lengthened 1. All models were
manufactured in Kia's Hwaseong Plant plant near Incheon. A facelift , introduced at the Paris
Auto Show , included upgraded specifications, a curb weight reduction of pounds, [5]
suspension and styling revisions, and a 3. The name Opirus referred to the ancient city of Ophir
, noted for its wealth [2] [6] â€” and was selected via an online survey from the choices of
Opirus , Regent and Conzern. The Opirus' styling â€” described variously as conservative, [8]
neo-classic, [4] restrained, unoriginal and derivative [8] â€” drew cues from disparate sources,
notably the fourth generation Mercedes E-class W , Lincoln Town Car and Lancia Thesis. In the
Korean Domestic Market, interior features included available heated and reclining rear seats [3]
high-intensity-discharge headlights, navigation system, electro-luminescent gauges, ignition
immobilizer, reverse parking sensors and electronically adjustable suspension settings.
Options included leather interior, watt Infinity stereo with subwoofer and six-disc changer, [12]
dashboard LCD screen, trip computer with 4" LCD screen, heated seats, Adjustable pedals,
auto-dimming rearview mirror, and pearl coat paint. The Opirus offered a passenger volume of
In North America, J. The Opirus was marketed globally with the 3. The North American Amanti
featured the 3. Suspension featured coil springs, anti-roll bars 26 mm front, 16 mm rear , [4]
gas-pressurized shocks, [11] a front independent, double A-arm wishbone design [10] with
unequal-length control arms and rear multi-link rear geometry. Brakes included From Wikipedia,
the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Archived from the original on Retrieved Car and Driver.
July 8, New York Times. But all said it combines them into a unique design, focusing in on its
distinctive grille. Road and Track. April 11, Kia Corporation. An affiliate of Hyundai Motor
Company. Hyundai Motor Company. Category Commons. Hidden categories: Articles with short
description Short description is different from Wikidata Commons category link from Wikidata.
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Kia Amanti inventory from local Kia dealerships and private sellers. You can also compare
prices, trim specifications, options, reviews, scores and recall history of Kia Amanti with similar
vehicles. Browse listings by city Barrie. Richmond Hill. View more. Click on the bi-weekly
payment amount estimate to see Financing details. All new vehicles offered for sale are being

offered by registered motor vehicle dealers. View a list of all dealers and dealer telephone
numbers. Disclaimer Information: Please confirm with seller accuracy of information. Mileage
recorded at time of listing. Taxes and license are not included in listing price. Subscribe for the
latest car reviews, listings, products and more right in your inbox. Your email address
Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy.
Subscription complete! Abundant features at a low price make the Kia Amanti an appealing
choice in the full-size sedan segment. Don't expect a world-class automobile, though. The Kia
Amanti isn't really intended for the American market. A spacious, luxurious cabin is of prime
importance, as is a wafting ride of relaxed serenity. Awkward exterior proportions and blatantly
derivative styling are of no concern. Here in the United States, though, the Amanti is an odd
duck whose appeal stops at its price tag. In terms of size, the Amanti slots in between midsize
sedans like the Toyota Camry and full-size sedans like the Ford Taurus. The cabin is not
extraordinarily spacious, but the bubble-like greenhouse affords an abundance of rear
headroom. Fans of old-school Buicks will certainly enjoy the Amanti's soft and quiet ride, but
others may find the driving experience to be overly floaty. While the latter describes some other
cars in the full-size sedan segment, most strike a better balance between ride comfort and
composed handling dynamics. Although it was redesigned only two years ago, this
second-generation Amanti is rumored to be in its final year on sale and is expected to be
replaced by an entirely new and different Kia flagship better suited to North America. While the
remarkably low price, long features list and lengthy warranty certainly appeal, we think most
shoppers will be better served by higher-quality, better-handling cars like the Ford Taurus,
Honda Accord, Hyundai Azera and Toyota Avalon. The Kia Amanti is a large sedan available in
one trim level. Standard features include inch alloy wheels, foglights, automatic headlights,
heated mirrors, dual-zone climate control, cruise control, tilt steering column, eight-way driver
and four-way passenger power seats, auto-dimming mirrors, and an eight-speaker stereo with
CD player, auxiliary audio jack and USB audio jack. The Leather package adds leather
upholstery, driver memory functions, heated front seats, and a nine-speaker Infinity stereo with
six-CD changer. The Premium package adds inch chrome-plated alloy wheels available as a
stand-alone option , black interior trim and power-adjustable pedals. A sunroof is also optional.
The front-wheel-drive Kia Amanti is powered by a 3. A five-speed automatic is standard. In
testing, we found the Amanti could reach 60 mph in a fairly swift 6. Antilock disc brakes, active
front head restraints, front seat side airbags and full-length side curtain airbags are standard on
the Kia Amanti. The Electronic Stability Control package bundles stability and traction control
systems with a brake assist feature. In crash testing by the Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety, the Amanti was awarded the top score of "Good" in the frontal-offset and side-impact
tests. Like most vehicles in its class, the Kia Amanti is tuned to provide a smooth, quiet ride
with maximum isolation from the road. However, it feels floaty and generally less refined than
its competitors. It's also as fun to drive as a Macy's Thanksgiving Day parade float. But the
Amanti's got some legs. The hp V6 boasts a broad power band, and the transmission's quick
downshifts assure that the power is always on tap for merging onto fast-moving freeways or
quick passes on two-lane roads. The Kia Amanti boasts a roomy cabin that pampers five with
plenty of room and luxury niceties. There's a bit less rear hip- and legroom than you'll find in
slightly larger sedans like the Toyota Avalon, but two adults will be quite comfortable riding in
back. The trunk's capacity is The rear seat doesn't fold down, but there is a ski pass-through. To
maximize the Amanti's impressive value, we recommend opting for the Leather package, as it
pushes this humble Kia sedan into near luxury car territory. On the downside, center stack
controls are rather small and the buttons are painted the same silver color as the surrounding
plastic. Finding the right button at a glance can be difficult. Nice and excellent car for a price.
Driving comfort is outstanding. Cornering is yet to be perfect, though. Fuel economy just for the
perception is less satisfactory. Overall it is very good for the price especially with the diverse
features of functions. The interior design is also excellent. This is my 4th Kia and my fist
Amanti. I have loved them since they first came out. I think I have the last brand new on the
planet. Quiet, great comfortable ride, excellent power, love all the bell and whitles with a smaller
price. Too bad this is the last year for Amanti. Write a review. See all 3 reviews. Available styles
include 4dr Sedan 3. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Kia Amanti and all
its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Amanti 4. Edmunds consumer reviews allow
users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying
about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort,
value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide
shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the Amanti. Edmunds
experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Kia Amanti and all model
years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the

Amanti featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior,
and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term
road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put
the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail
to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different
ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families
and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors
want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of
car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles
for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Kia Amanti. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned
vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP, average price
paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth,
navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition,
satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc.
Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their
choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle
dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Home Kia Kia Amanti.
Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Overly floaty suspension tuning, lacks
refinement, odd styling, no navigation system available, stability control isn't standard. Other
years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review Abundant
features at a low price make the Kia Amanti an appealing choice in the full-size sedan segment.
Sponsored cars related to the Amanti. Trending topics in reviews value comfort appearance
interior road noise fuel efficiency. Most helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars, Excellent but
still a way to perfection. People who viewed this also viewed 4. The Edmunds experts tested the
Amanti both on the road and at the track. You probably care about Kia Amanti fuel economy, so
it's important to know that the Amanti gets an EPA-estimated 19 mpg. What about cargo
capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the
Amanti has And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Kia
Amanti is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners
and reveal what it's like to live with the Amanti. Look for specific complaints that keep popping
up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the Amanti's average consumer rating to that of
competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Kia Amanti is a
good car. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be
factors in determining whether the Amanti is a good car for you. Check back soon for the
official Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team Learn more. Other versions include: 4dr
Sedan 3. If you're interested in the Kia Amanti, the next question is, which Amanti model is right
for you? Amanti variants include 4dr Sedan 3. What do people think of the Kia Amanti?
Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and
reviews for the Kia Amanti and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This review
was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a good
price for a New Kia Amanti? Which Kia Amantis are available in my area? Can't find a new Kia
Amantis you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease
or buy a Kia Amanti? Check out Kia lease specials. Sign Up. This page is for personal,
non-commercial use. Find used car trade in, resell, certified pre-owned and retail values of used
vehicles based on the condition, mileage and other factors of the car sale. It's like a new car for
the price of a clunker. Cars Cars for Sale Kia Amanti. Kia Amanti Year Filters Reset Done. Year Buy From Home. Handle all aspects of your vehicle purchase without ever needing to go into
the dealership. Look for the Buy From Home badge when choosing dealerships to connect with.
Price Rating. Transmission Transmission Automatic Manual. Auction Cars. Collector and
Enthusiast Cars. Reset Done. Drag map to chose location. Price Reduced. Based on the average
price for a Kia Amanti for sale in the United States, this is a good deal for this vehicle. Contact
for Price. Book Values. Get Book Value. Get a quote presented by. Powered by. Have a VIN?
Great Auto Loan Rates. Not all decisions will happen immediately. Decision time may vary
depending on the lender or dealer you are matched with. You must have JavaScript enabled to

experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your
browser. Kia Amanti Oil Filter. Kia Amanti Air Filter. Kia Amanti Oxygen Sensor. Kia Amanti
Water Pump. Kia Amanti Spark Plug. Kia Amanti Alternator. Kia Amanti Engine Control Module.
Kia Amanti Fuel Pump. Kia Amanti Emblem. Kia Amanti Seat Belt. Kia Amanti Door Handle. Kia
Amanti Ignition Switch. Kia Amanti Window Regulator. Kia Amanti Door Lock Actuator. Kia
Amanti Power Window Switch. Kia Amanti Door Lock Cylinder. Kia Amanti Brake Pad Set. Kia
Amanti Shock Absorber. Kia Amanti Steering Wheel. Kia Amanti Power Steering Pump. Kia
Amanti Brake Disc. Kia Amanti Wheel Bearing. Kia Amanti Coil Springs. Kia Amanti Control
Arm. Kia Amanti Headlight. Kia Amanti Wiper Blade. Kia Amanti Cabin Air Filter. Kia Amanti
Instrument Cluster. Kia Amanti Wiper Arm. Kia Amanti Antenna. Kia Amanti Battery Cable. Kia
Amanti Fog Light Bulb. Kia Amanti Shift Cable. Kia Amanti Axle Shaft. Kia Amanti Transmission
Assembly. Kia Amanti Drive Shaft. Kia Amanti Torque Converter. Kia Amanti Oil Pump. Kia
Amanti Speed Sensor. Kia Amanti Automatic Transmission Filter. Kia Amanti Front
Cross-Member. Kia Amanti Door Hinge. Kia Amanti Fender. Kia Amanti Hood. Kia Amanti Hood
Hinge. Kia Amanti Radiator Support. Kia Amanti Floor Mats. Kia Amanti Sunshade. Kia Amanti
Cargo Net. Kia Amanti Cargo Organizer. Kia Amanti First Aid Kit. Kia Amanti Cargo Tray. Kia
Amanti License Plate Frame. Kia Amanti Mud Guards. Kia Amanti Hood Deflector. Kia Amanti
Splash Guards. Kia Amanti Door Edge Guards. Kia Amanti Door Visors. Kia Amanti Engine
Block Heater. Kia Amanti Wheel Locks. Kia Amanti Valve Stem Caps. Shop for Kia Amanti Parts.
Other Popular Kia Amanti Accessories. When Kia Amanti was first unveiled in , it marked the
beginning of Kia's marching into the executive car market. It shared some design ideas with the
Hyundai Grandeur XG. Kia Amanti though was marked globally, but it had only one trim level
and one vehicle type. From to , Kia Amanti was powered by a 3. Then from to , the engine got
upgraded to a 3. But these two engines were fitted along with a same 5-speed automatic
transmission. Even as an executive vehicle, Kia Amanti still could not get away with the fate that
it will wear and tear as time passes by. In order to help more Kia Amanti owners to lengthen its
lifespan, you have every reason to know about the problems and solutions about it: First,
engine stalls and then lunges forward. According to Kia Amanti drivers, engine problem is
always the omen of the whole vehicle is failing. They told that engine would also give out
whining or metallic noises. At the same time, engine performance gets decrease not only in loss
of power while accelerating but also in lower fuel efficiency. What's more, engine overheating,
an inability to start the vehicle, visible leaking oil and illuminated Check Engine Light are also
warning you to check the Amanti fuel pump, Amanti camshaft seal, Amanti ignition coil and
Amanti oil filter. Second, suspension failure. This is the second common problem happen to Kia
Amanti. Usually, suspension failure shows as clunking noises and excessive vibration from the
front and one side of the vehicle appears higher than the other side, which results in uneven tire
wear as well. Besides, the vehicle bounces and bottom out while driving as well as drivers start
to steer to right or left unintentionally. If your Kia Amanti is also suffering from these, you are
advised to inspect the coil springs and ball joint. However, as an assembled item, Kia Amanti
has many auto parts to take good care of. In order to save your time and energy, we will list
some vulnerable parts for your reference. Headlight is an essential part in Kia Amanti, it not
only works as a leader of roads ahead but also as a warning light to other drivers and
pedestrians. For your driving safety, please get it replaced once it dims or flickers. Door lock
cylinder is responsible for keeping your property safety, so if you find you could not lock or
unlock the car door or your key gets stuck and cannot turn in the lock, you had better get your
Amanti door lock cylinder replaced. Besides, horn and wiper arm are also very important auto
parts in creating a relaxing and safe driving trip. Our website dedicates to offering a wide range
of OEM Kia Amanti auto parts at the lowest price for customers worldwide. All our genuine Kia
Amanti auto parts get covered by the manufacturer's warranty, and we will ship them at the
quickest speed to your door step. Select Year for Kia Amanti Parts. Our Customers Reviews.
Award Winning Customer Service. Manuals Brands Kia Manuals Engine 3. Quick Links. Table of
Contents. Related Manuals for Kia 3. Summary of Contents for Kia 3. Page 2 Fig. Page 4 Fig.
Page 7 Fig. Page 8 Fig. Page 9 Fig. Page 10 Fig. Page 11 Fig. Page 13 Fig. Before checking
compression, check the engine oil level and that the starter motor and battery are all in normal
operating condition. Page 14 Limit: 1, kPa Repeat steps 6 through 8 on all cylinders, making
sure ensuring that the pressure difference for each of the cylinders is within the specified limit.
Page 15 If a cylinder's compression or pressure difference is below the specification, add a
small amount of oil through the spark plug hole and repeat steps 6 through 9. If the addition of
oil causes the compression to rise, it is possible that there is wear between the piston ring and
cylinder wall. Page 16 Fig. NOTE: For best performance and for maximum protection for all
types of operation, select only those lubricants which: a. Confirm to the requirements of the API
classification. Have proper SAE grade number for expected ambient temperature range. Page 17

3. Remove the oil filler cap and the drain plug. Drain the engine oil. Tighten the drain plug to the
specified torque. Page 18 9. Stop the engine and check the oil level. If not sufficient, refill
engine. This filter is recommended as a replacement filter on all vehicles. The quality of
replacement filters varies considerable. Only high quality filters should be used to assure the
most efficient service. Page 19 Operating pressure of oil pressure switch: Using 24 mm deep
socket, tighten the switch to the specified torque. NOTE: Do not tighten the oil pressure switch
to the excessive torque. Page 20 Oil pressure switch and sensor assembly: N. For power
steering belt routing, see Fig. For air conditioning compressor and alternator belt routing, see
Fig. Page 21 Fig. Page 22 Fig. Page 23 Fig. Loosen hinge bolt "A" and flange nut "B". See Fig.
Turn adjusting bolt "C" to set belt tension to specified deflection. Page 24 4. Allow vehicle to
run until normal operating temperature is reached. Turn engine off, recheck belt deflection after
operation and readjust belt tension as necessary. Page 25 Fig. Page 26 Fig. Page 27 Fig. Loosen
the radiator cap. Confirm that the coolant level is up to the filler neck. Install a radiator cap
tester to the radiator filler neck and apply 22 lbs. Hold for two minutes Page 28 Fig. Do not open
the system while hot, or scalding. Engine coolant could spray out causing personal injury.
Allow the vehicle to cool before servicing this system. Page 29 Fig. Increase the pressure until
the gauge indicator stops moving. Main valve opening pressure: psi kPa. Main valve closing
pressure: 12 psi 83 kPa 3. Check that the pressure level is maintained at or above the limit. Page
Engine Mounting NOTE: Recommended coolant concentration is percent, using only ethylene
glycol for aluminum type coolant. Page 31 Fig. Page 32 Fig. Remove the battery and engine
cover. Page 33 2. Detach the air cleaner. Disconnect the connectors for the engine harness.
Disconnect the connectors for the alternator harness, the oil pressure switch and the oil
pressure sensor. Disconnect the connector of starter motor harness. Drain the engine coolant.
Page 34 Fig. Remove the power steering oil pump hose. Raise the vehicle. Remove the oil pan
shield. Drain the transaxle oil. Page 35 Fig. Disconnect the front exhaust pipe from the manifold.
NOTE: Use a wire to suspend the exhaust pipe from the bottom of the vehicle. Remove the tie
rod end from steering knuckles. Page 36 Fig. Remove the drive shaft from the transaxle
housing. The circlips on the drive shafts should be replaced whenever Page 37 Fig. Remove
intermediate shaft bolt. Remove No. Support auto transaxle, engine and subframe with a
suitable floor jack. Page Timing System Fig. Remove nuts and blots of impact bar and
subframe. Slowly lower engine, auto transaxle and subframe. Remove the engine cover.
Remove the drive belt. Remove the idler pulley, crankshaft pulley, power steering pulley and
tensioner pulley. Page 40 Fig. Remove the upper and lower timing belt cover. Page 41 Fig.
Support the engine with garage jack or special tool, and then remove the engine mounting
insulator. Page 42 Fig. At this time, the timing marks of the camshaft sprocket and cylinder head
cover should coincide with each other. Page 43 Fig. NOTE: When re-using timing belt, make
sure of marking the rotating direction on the belt so as to install correctly. Page 44 Fig. Crack on
the rubber belt surface. Page 45 Fig. Abnormal wearing of side face of belt. Page 46 Fig.
Abnormal tooth wearing Page 47 Fig. Initial stage Wearing of side face of load exerting tooth
Fabric puff up, rubber material peel off with color changing to white and fabric become uneven
and rough. Page 48 Fig. Page 49 Fig. Install the idler pulley to the engine support lower bracket.
Page 50 Fig. Install the tensioner arm, shaft and plain washer to the cylinder block. Tightening
torque: N. Install the crankshaft sprocket. NOTE: Confirm if timing marks coincide with. Page 52
Fig. Page 53 Fig. Install the camshaft sprocket. Page 54 Fig. Install the auto tensioner to the oil
pump case. Page 55 Fig. Align the timing marks of each sprocket and install the timing belt,
maintaining the proper belt tension between each shaft in this order. Page 56 Fig. As each
camshaft sprocket tends to rotate by itself, pay attention not to injure fingers or other bodily
part. Especially be careful with the right bank. Page 57 8. With tensioner pulley slightly pushing
the belt down, tighten the center bolts lightly. Pull out the auto tensioner set pin. Page 58 While
maintaining this state, tighten the center bolt to the standard torque. Center bolt standard
torque: N. Pull out the auto tensioner fixing pin. Page 59 Fig. How to check tension While auto
tensioner is operating: and fixing pin being uninstalled. After rotating crankshaft 2 revolutions
clockwise to position No. Page 60 Fig. Recheck if each sprocket is within the specified range.
Page 61 Fig. Remove the cylinder head cover. Page 62 Fig. Remove the front bearing cap.
Remove the rear bearing cap. Remove the bearing cap. Remove the camshaft oil seal. Page 64
Fig. Measure the height of cam and if the readings are beyond the specification, replace it. Page
65 Fig. Inspect the roller visually, if any damage or crack is found, replace it. Check that the
roller rotates smoothly. If there is excessive clearance, replace it. Page 66 Fig. Push it with care
and appropriate force. Page 67 1mm. Replace it if the time is out of standard range. Replace the
rocker arm with the one specially made for measurement. Page 68 Clearance between camshaft
Basic circle and rocker arm roller : 0. Page 69 1. Rotate the crankshaft and No. Compression
stroke 2. Check the position of the rocker arm whether it is exactly installed on the lash adjuster

and valve or not. Install the camshaft dowel pin as shown. Page 70 Fig. The left and right banks
of the camshafts are different and you should be careful not to confuse them. For camshaft
identification, see identification signal below. Page 71 Fig. Tighten the bearing cap in two or
three steps. Tighten it to the standard torque at the last stage. Page Cylinder Head Assembly
Fig. Page 73 Fig. Compress the valve spring using Service Tool , Remove the retainer lock. Page
75 Fig. Remove scale, sealing compound and carbon deposits completely. After cleaning oil
passages, apply compressed air to make certain that the passages are not clogged. Page 76
Fig. Clean the valve with wire brush. Page 77 Fig. Inspect wear and damage of each valve.
Check for bending at the valve head and stem if there is wear, replace the valve. If margin is
smaller than service standard, replace the valve. Page 78 Fig. Check free height of each valve
spring and replace if necessary. Using a square, test squareness of each valve spring. If spring
is excessively out of square, replace it. If the clearance exceeds the service limit, replace the
valve guide with a new oversize guide. Page 82 Fig. If the valve seat insert is excessively worn,
cut out the insert wall using valve seat cover at normal temperature. See figure "A" in figure
Page 83 Fig. After removing the seat insert, match the seat insert bore using a reamer or cutter
to the indicated size in the table below. At this time, the temperature of oversize seat insert must
be the same as the room temperature. Page 84 Fig. Valve guide is to be installed from the
upside of the cylinder head. As length of the intake valve guide is different from that of the
exhaust valve guide, be careful. The lengths of guide for intake valve and exhaust valve are
Page 85 Fig. When the valve guide is replaced, inspect for valve contact state. If necessary,
adjust the valve seat. Page 86 Fig. Install the valve spring seat. Install a new stem seal on valve
guide using the special tool Page 87 Fig. Incorrect seal installation can cause oil leakage
through lower part of the valve guide. When the valve stem seal is removed due to missing of
valve spring seat, Page 88 Fig. Page 89 Fig. Page 90 Fig. All mating faces for the gasket on the
cylinder block and the cylinder head should be cleaned. Install new cylinder head gasket on the
cylinder head assembly. Do not smear the sealant on the gasket Page 91 Fig. Tighten the
cylinder head bolts as shown in illustration below using the appropriate tool. Page 93 Fig.
Remove the oil pressure switch, using 24 mm deep socket. Page 94 Fig. NOTE: Since a sealant
is used on the threaded area, be careful not to damage the oil pressure switch. Remove the oil
filter and the oil pan. Visually check the parts of the oil pump case for cracks and damage.
Assemble the rotor on the oil pump and then check the clearance with a thickness gauge.
Check the relief plunger for smooth operation. Check the relief spring for the deformed or
broken condition. Page 97 If there is continuity, replace the oil pressure switch. Check the
continuity between the terminal and the body when the fine wedge is pushed. If there is Page 98
Fig. Or, if there is no continuity when a 50kPa 0. Check that air doesn't leak. If air leaks, the
diaphragm is broken, replace it. Page 99 Oil pump cover screw: N. Install the oil seal in the oil
pump case, using special tool Page Fig. Install the relief plunger and spring, and tighten the oil
relief valve plug to the specified torque. Tightening torque: Oil relief valve plug: N. Install the oil
screen with a new gasket. Page Tightening torque Oil screen bolt: N. Clean the gasket surfaces
of the cylinder block and the oil pan. Apply sealant into the groove of the oil pan flange. NOTE:
Make the first cut from the end of the nozzle furnished with the sealant approx. Install the lower
oil pan and tighten the bolts to specified torque. Tightening torque: Lower oil pan bolt: 9. Page
Do not tighten the oil pressure switch to the excessive torque. Oil pressure switch tightening
torque: N. Remove the connecting rod cap bolts, then remove the caps and the big end lower
bearing mark for reassembly. Push each piston connecting rod assembly toward the top of the
cylinder. Use the appropriate tool to disassemble piston and connecting rod. Press the piston
pin out of the connecting rod. Install proper pin guide through piston into connecting rod. Hand
tap pin guide into piston for proper When the piston, connecting rod, piston pin and pin guide
assembly are positioned on the fork tool, the guide pin will also center on the tool assembly.
Adjust the installing arbor to the proper length by turning the numbered sleeve on the lettered
shaft until the specified alphanumeric is obtained. Insert the installing tool through the hole in
the arch of the tool. Press the piston pin into the connecting Page the connecting rod as the
piston pin is pressed in. Check each piston for scuffing, scoring, wear and other defects.
Replace any piston that is defective. Page 2. To measure the piston ring end gap, insert a piston
ring into the cylinder bore. Position the ring at right angles to the cylinder wall by gently
pressing it down with a piston. Measure the gap with a feeler gauge. If the gap exceeds the
service limit, replace the piston ring. Install the expander. Install the upper side rail. To install
the side rail, first put one end of the side rail between the piston ring groove and spacer, hold it
firmly, and press down with finger on the portion to be inserted into the groove. Apply engine
oil around the piston and piston grooves. Using a piston ring expander, install the No. Install the
No. Hold the piston rings firmly with a piston ring compressor as they are inserted into cylinder.
Install the upper connecting rod bearings into the connecting rod. When assembling, bolts

should be fastened using the following technique. Apply oil to the threads and matching areas.
Tighten the connecting rod bolt. Connecting rod bolt, tightening torque: 35 N. Connecting rod
cap bearing clearance, standard value Limit: 0. Page Check the connecting rod side clearance.
Connecting rod side clearance, standard: 0. Remove the timing belt, cylinder head assembly,
drive plate, transaxle mounting plate oil pan. Remove the oil seal case and the rear oil seal.
Page 1. Check the crankshaft journals and pins for damage, uneven wear and cracks. Also
check the oil holes for restrictions. Repair or replace any defective part. Inspect for
out-of-roundness and taper of the crankshaft journal and pin. Replace any defective bearings.
Page Connecting rod bearing: 0. Remove oil and grease and any other dirt from the bearings
and journals. Install the crankshaft, bearings and caps and tighten them to the specified
torques. During this operation, do not turn the crankshaft. Remove the caps. Measure the width
of the widest part by using the scale printed on the gauge package. Install the grooved main
bearing upper bearing on the cylinder block side. Install the grooveless main bearing lower
bearing on the main bearing cap side. Install the crankshaft. Apply engine oil to the journal and
pin. Make certain that the crankshaft turns freely and has the proper crankshaft end play.
Assemble the rear oil seal to oil case using the special tool Install the drive plate and the
adapter plate. Tightening torque Drive bolt: 73 - 77 N. Visually check the cylinder block for
scores, rust and corrosion. Page Level 3: Bottom of cylinder Fig. If the cylinder bores show
more than the specified out-of round or taper, or if the cylinder walls are badly scuffed or
scored, the cylinder block should be rebored and honed. New oversize pistons and rings should
be installed. Page Cylinder bore: If a ridge exists at the top of the cylinder, cut it way with a
ridge reamer. Oversize pistons are available in four sizes. Oversize piston size. Standard value:
Flatness of the gasket mating surface: less than 0. Measure the outside diameter of the piston
to be used. Based on the measured O. Never bore only one cylinder to an oversize. Remove the
air duct. Remove the hood locker. Disconnect the horn connector. Remove the shroud upper
member. Disconnect the radiator fan motor connector and the condenser fan motor connector.
Page 4. Check if there are any leakage from radiator, hose and connecting part. Inspect the
radiator cap for damage, crack and weakening. Connect the radiator cap tester to the radiator
cap. Apply the pressure to the tester untill the needle is fixed. If the needle stays at the same
position for 10 seconds, the radiator cap is in good condition. Disconnect the radiator fan motor
connector. Check if there is abnormal noise while motor is rotating. Installation is done in the
reverse order of disassembly procedure. Clean the gasket mating surface of the water pump
body and cylinder block. After installing new O-ring in the groove at front of the water pipe,
soak it with water. At this time, do not soak it with oil or grease. Install the timing belt tensioner
and timing belt. After adjusting the timing belt tension, install the timing belt cover. After
installing the water pump pulley and driving belt, adjust the belt tension. Drain the coolant to
the bottom level of thermostat. Remove the water outlet fitting. Remove the thermostat. Heat the
thermostat and check if the valve operates properly. Check to determine the temperature at
which the value begins to open and is completely opened. Valve opening temperature: Align the
arrangement mark of thermostat housing with the jiggle valve. Check to ensure that the flange
of the thermostat at is correctly seated in the socket of the thermost at housing. If the
thermostat is installed in the wrong direction, the bottom of the thermostat will touch the rib
inside the intake manifold, making it impossible to seat flange in position. Drain the coolant to
the bottom level of the gauge unit. After disconnecting the battery ground cable, disconnect
engine harness. Water temperature gauge unit a. Water temperature sensor a. Immerse the
sensor in hot water. Check if the resistance is within the specified range. Apply the sealant on
thread and then tighten it to the specified torque. Connect the harness to water temperature
gauge unit and cable. Disconnect the AFS connector. Pull out air duct which is connected to the
air inlet hose and air cleaner. Inspect the body, cover and packing of air cleaner for distortion,
corrosion and damage. Inspect the air cleaner housing for dirt, contamination and damage. If
the inside of air cleaner housing is contaminated, eliminates the contaminated material. Detach
the P. Disconnect the connecting part of vacuum hose. Remove the surge tank stay. After
reducing the pressure of fuel pipe line to prevent fuel overflow, disconnect the connecting part
of the high pressure hose. Remove the surge tank. After removing the surge tank, remove the
gasket. Disconnect the fuel injector harness connector. Remove the delivery pipe with fuel
injector and pressure regulator attached. Disconnect the wiring harness connector which is
connected to the water temperature gauge unit and water temperature se
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nsor assembly. Remove the water outlet fitting and gasket. Surge tank a. Inspect the surge tank

for damage and crack, if necessary, replace it. After replacing the intake manifold gasket, install
the surge tank and tighten to the specified torque. Tightening torque: Install the delivery pipe
and injector assembly to the intake manifold. Install the surge tank stay. Install the fuel injector
connector and wiring harness. Connect the high pressure fuel hose. Connect the various
vacuum hose. Connect the PCV valve hose and brake booster hose. Remove the heat protector.
Remove the exhaust manifold. Exhaust manifold a. Check for cracks, replace if necessary.
Check the distortion in mating surface with a straight edge and filler gauge Heat protector,
gasket Check for damages and cracks in all parts, replace if necessary. Install the heat
protector. Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an
account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL.

